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I.A.-i-. Report No. 160

A P!P71,zOPI:Y 0( Pr2:U;3i;RE S:;ITS

i y

Squadron Leader J. Ernstini, O.L.E.

R.A.F. Institute of Aviation Ledicine,
Parnborough, -Cants.

J'Iovember 1960

The crew of aircraft flyinC, at high alciturie must be protected against
the low environmental pressure and low tei-per-ature which characterise the upper
regions of the a-tmosphere. In modern :liliry aircraft this protection is
afforded primarily by pressurisation of the crew compartment. Since at high
altitude preservation of the artificial environment of the pressure cabin is
necessary for the well-being and in many circumstances, the survival of its
occupants, the principle of duplication of essential systems is normally
applied to cabin pressurisation. Whilst this principle can be applied to the
pressure control mechanisms it is impractical to apply it to the structure of
the cabin itself. Fxperience has shown that even in modern aeroplanes the
reliability of' the pressure cabin is less than that of other essential struc-
tures such as the main spar of the wings or the tail plane. Further, in
military aircraft there is always the possibility that enemy action may destroy
the integrity of the pressure cabin whilst the aircraft reLains an effective
weapon Thus a secondary system of protection for the crew against the effects
of exposure to the environmental conditions existing at high altitude is
necessary. Various forms of emergency protective systems may be envisaged
ranging from personal oxyten eqluipment to a pressurised escape capsule. Whilst
the pressure capsule is an interesting engineering concept, no fully tested
device of this type is available as yet, and the fitting of such a device to
existing aircraft types would entail major structural modifications.

Protection adainst the effects of exposure to the low pressure and
temperature existing at high altitude following failure of the pressure cabin
is coimonly provided by personal pressurised equipment. i•any forms of pressure
clothing have been developed and considerable confusion exists as to the degree
of protection afforded by and the operational acceptability of various assem-
blies. The purpose of this paper is to present a rational philosophy of
pressure clothing based upon physiolo~ical and operational considerations.

The conditions to which the occupants of a cabin mimay be exposed by failure
of pressurisation depend in part upon the nature of the failure. The
pressurisation of the cabin may fail because of an insufficient flow of air into
it, or an excessive loss of air from it through the normal air outlet system or
a defect in the wall of the cabin. The comsmonest cause of an inadequate inflow
of air is engine failure and this cause occurs principally in single-engine
aircraft. 7!hilst failure of supply of air will result in a gross reduction of
cabin pressure differential and of' the supply of heat to the cabin, it is
Cenerally associated in single eni-ined aircraft with the rapid descent of the
aircraft. it is usually a desi&n requirement for a pressure cabin that the
tioe taken for the cabin pressure differential to fall to zero after complete
cessation of flow of air into the cabin iust exceed the time taken for the
aircraft to descend from its ceiling to below 40,000 feet'. WThere this
requirement is met the occupant will not be exposed to conditions in which
pressure clothing is required-by a failure of cabin air supply. In some

l y .. . A
1. All altitudes quoted in this paper are pressure-equivalent

altitudes based upon the I.C.A.11. scale.



military aircraft, however, ti- r cabin leak rate is high and the absolute
pressure in -he c-,in fcllo;i,C ,,ire Cailure may fall to such a level that
ewiereency pressure clotlinr, _;3 necessary even throuwh the aircraft is
.iesce:•din6 :iidly. Since in these 3ituations the du.-ation of ex',osure will
be short it is unlikely th:at thle t•,.!perature to whicil the occupant will be
exposed will be intolei-ably low.

One of the :ioot oiinori causes ol' loss of cabin pressurisation is a mal-
fAvction of -he syrter, controlling the flow of air out of the cabin. Thus
the cabin outlet valves !jay beco.iie fixed in the fully open position and
inspite of a very high rate oi" flow of _ir into the cabin the cabin pressure
differential ;'ill all to a nejli~ible value. Whilst a failure of this type
results in an absolute pressure within the cabin approaching that of the
iLmediate environment around the aircraft it may or may not result in a
serious reduction in the cabin temperature. The cabin temperature following
such a failure depends upon a number of factors, including the cabin tempera-
ture before failure, the temperature around the aircraft, the temperature,
mass and pressure of air flowing into the cabin, the relative sites at which
air enters and leaves the cabin, the size of the cabin, the thermal capacity
of its walls and the amount of radiant heat entering the cabin through trans-
parencies. There would appear to be a considerable variability in the rate
at which the cabin temperature will fr.ll and in the final value, which may be
reached between one aircraft and another, and in the same aircraft under
various circumstances. Thus the cabin temperature following failure of the
cabin outlet valves may rapidly approach the temperature of the atmosphere
around the aircraft or it may only fall slowly to a value considerably greater
than that of the aircraft environment

Various types of defect can occur in the walls of the pressure cabin of
an aircraft. Since military aircraft are fitted with mechanical escape
systems which require suitable apertures in the cabin wall there is a
greater chance of a failure of the cabin wall in this type of aircraft.
Likely causes of failure in this group are deflation of the seal round a
canopy or hatch, inadvertent release of a canopy or hatch or structural
failure of part or of the whole of a transparency. Structural damage due to
enemy action may also result in loss olf cabin pressurisation. The reduction
in the cabin pressure differential caused by a defect in the cabin will
depend primarily upon the size of the defect. The site of the defect is also
of importance in this connection as in certain positions the flow of air
over a defect in the aircraft skin may reduce the absolute pressure within
the cabin to a value less than that of the atmosphere around the aircraft.
This phenomenon of aerodynawic suck can result, for example, in a pressure
altitude within the cabin of 50,000 feet in an aircraft flying at a pressure
altitude of 40,000 feet. A further feature of this type of failure is that
the fall in cabin pressure differential saay occur very rapidly. In addition,
when the area of cabin wall which is lost is large, for example a canopy,
considerable air movement and turbulence may be created within the cabin.
The crew may be subjected to severe buffeting by this air movement. The rate
at which the cabin temperature will fall and the final value reached in this
type of failure is influenced by the same factors when the defect is in the
cabin wall as when loss of cabin pressurisation is due to faulty outlet
valves.

Thus various defects can arise in the integrity of the pressure cabin
or in the associated pressure control system that will result in the
absolute pressure rithin the cabin falling towards, or even becoming less
than the atmospheric pressure around the aircraft. The rate at which the
cabin pressure approaches that of the environment can vary over a very wide
range, the duration of the pressure change varying between about 0.1 sec. and
several minutes. A reduction in the cabin pressure differential nay or may not
be associated with a significant reduction in the te.*perature within the cabin.
It may be possible to define o.ore closely the conditions to which the crew of
a particular type of aircraft may be exposed, particularly if the effects of
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battle damage are excluded. Thus exporietnce with a particular type of
aircraft may show that the ,)ilot's caaopy 1oe3 el co.-.c separated inadvertently
and that the canopy itself does not shattci-. T:. these circu.stances the
possibility that the crew .way be expooeL -o ve-y low terperatures x..en cabin
pressurisation fails may not be wiorth 1-11r into accounI. It is diffi-cu2 t,
however, to see how curLa[, Lype.e of' failure can be definitely excluded and it
is much .;iore lotical to suppose that aircret- ,nay be exposed -o low pressure
and low tesipuraturc following failure of the cabin or its associated pressuri-
sation sysLeh.i.

Whenever possible, failure of cabin pressurisation at high altitude is
followed iu:tediately by descent to an altitude at which flight with an
unpressurised cabin is safe. Bei'ore a nilot can initiate such a descent lie
must be aware that there has been a failure. In ,iost circumstances it should
be possible for descent to be initiated :itinin 30 seconds of a serious failure
of pressurisation of the cabin. Occasionally the flight path Fay be such that
descent cannot be initiated until a -inute or more has passed, e.g. if failure
occurs during the ascent in a ballistic type flight path. "Whilst rapid
descent following; failure is hi 6 hly desirable, there may be aerodynamic and
structural reasons for descending fairly slowly. Imzediate descent in the
sense expressed here may, however, be iimpractical for reasons of fuel economy
or the nature of the mission. Thus the amount of fuel remaining in the
aircraft when the emergency arises may be adequate for the return to base only
if the flight is continued at high altitude. Operationally it may be essential
that an aircraft should remain at high altitude following failure of the
pressure cabin. Thus failure may occur deep in enemy territory and the safety
of the aircraft and its crew may depend upon the maintenance of hei..ht for
several hours. Thus the time for which protection is required following loss
of cabin pressurisation may be either restricted to several minutes or
extended to several hours. When escape from an aircraft is made at high
altitude the duration of exposure to high altitude is, of course, limited to
only a few minutes.

In order that the protection required against the effects of loss of
cabin pressurisation can be considered, the physiological effects of this
situation must be discussed. The physiological effects of loss of cabin
pressurisation at high altitude way be divided into two groups. The first
group of effects is related to the sudden fall in pressure around the occu-
pants of the cabin. The seconu 0 roup is related to the low barometric pressure
and low temperature to which the crew are exposed followihg the failure.

Within the body, the fluid systems -.ill not be directly affected by a fall
in barometric pressure (unless the pressure becomes so low that the fluid is
close to boiling point or gas corses out of solution). Gases contained in body
cavities will tend to expand. 'Wherever the internai _ases cannot escape to
the exterior there will be a rise in pressure in the oran relative to the
external surface of the body. The 6as containing cavities are the -intestinal
tract, the nasal sinuses, the middle ear cavities and the lungs. Expansion of
the intestinal ,lases may 6ive rise to discomfort, pain and very occasionally
circulatory and respiratory embarrassment. There is considerable individual
variation as to the degree of discomfort or pain produced by a given change in
pressure. Although in a few individuals the expansion of intestinal gas can
cause incapacitation due to abdominal pain, distension of abdominal gas will
not cause any serious disturbance in the majority of norimal healthy aircrew.
The gases contained within the cavities of the skull (sinuses and middle ear)
generally do not give rise to any disturbance on decompression since the
volumes of gas concerned in relation to the size of the ventilating passages
to the exterior are small. If, however, these passages are blocked due to,
for example, an upper respiratory tract infection, serious pain and haemorrhage
may arise. The lun.s differ from the other gas containing cavities in the body
in that they normally contain a larg@*e volume of gas relative to the size of the
ventilating passage to the exterior and because the lungs themselves are rela-
tively fragile. Over a very wide range of rates of deco-apression the expanding



gases within the lungs can escape and no •ii;tuarbjnce oi t.?,,,e 0r1ans will
occur. If, however, the rate of' ucortp-ess on c' the cabl ins very fast tihe
expanding !as in the lungs eannot eý;cepe r',-)idl.v enouth ind in ctertain circuri-
stances danage will be done to tho lun's. 'he limits of' :' oar tolerance t.•
rapid decompression are deter.,ined pri.,arily by the bchcviouir of' the lungs.

The effects of rapid decoipression upon the lungs m.-v bc modif ied by the
personal oxygen equipment used becau,-e the eq uipment ý!iay impecie the free flow
of gas from the respiratory tract. The flow of gas from th-e lungs can be
impeded by two echanisms. The i'irsL is related to the resistance to -as
flow offered by the expiratur-y port and valve in the oxygen :;ma,`k. The secoad
is related to the 1'act that in all pressure dewand systepis the outlet valve
of the oxygen mask is of the compensated type. The compensating iiechanism
will hold the expirator-y valve shut during a rapid fall in cabin pressure and
so prevent any eg-ress of gas from the !uo>:s.

Exposure to low baroiaetric pressures san. give rise to three ctistinct
physcclogical effects, viz :- anoxia, decouipression ssicknss aad vaporisation
of tissue fluids. Anoxia arises when ýhe partial pressur-e of oxygen within
the alveolar gas falls beleo. its normal, sea level value of 100 mmHg.
Significant anoxia does no- arise, Li this context, however, until the
alveolar oxygen tension falls below 60 Limifg. At altitudes of up to 40,000 fee'.
anoxia may be prevented in the steady state by delivering 100%* oxygen to the
respiratory tract. At altitudes above 4ý0,000 feet even if 1OOA oxygen is
breathed a significant degree of anoxia will arise since the total barometric
pressure is inadequate to maintain an alveolar oxygen ý:ension of greater than
60 mmHg. The degree of anoxia which ensues on exposure to altitudes above
40,000 feet increases rapidly ",with increasing altitude. Even a short exposure
to altitudes of greater than 45,000 feet leads rapidly to unconsciousness
(figure 1). Aoove 50,000 feet unconsciousness ensues within 15 seconds of
the exposure. The actual time for which the total lung pressure must be
reduced below 90 nmmlg absolute for impairment of consciousness to follow is
only 5 seconds.

Prolonged exposure to altitudes in excess of 25,000 feet will cause one
or more of the symptoms of decompression sickness (bends, chokes and circulatory
and neurological disturbances) in the vast ;aajority of subjects Very
occasionally decompression sickness occurs on exposure to altitudes between
20,000 feet and 25,000 feet. The incidence of incapacitating decompression
sickness increases with increase in altitude and with an increase in the dura-
tion of the exposure. Thus whilst exposure to an altitude of 35,000 feet for
one hour leads to incapacitating decompression in only 8. of seated subjects,
a similar exposure to ý7,000 feet will cause incapacitating decompression
sickness in 30* of seated subjects (figure 2). Even moderate exercise greatly
increases the incidence of deoompressLon sickness as co.pared with the
incidence in the same f,roup of subjects under identical conditions but at
rest (figure 3). It is very rare, however, for decompression sickness to arise
immediately on exposure to reduced baro. ietric pressure. Incapacitating
decorioression sickless is seen only very seldom following rapid decoar1ression
until at least 5 minutes have elapsed (personal observation). Beyond this
time as has been seen the incidence increases with duration of exposure. The
incidence of decompression sickness in a group of aircrew can be modified by
either the selection of relatively unsusceptible subjects or by denitrogenation.
In order that complete protection nay be i.ven by denitrogenation the pre-
oxygenation must be rigorous. Pure oxygen must be delivered to the respiratory
tract for a considerable period of time at low altitude il' effective protection
is to be given following exposure to high altitude. For example in order to
provide 15 minutes protection at altitudes above 35,000 feet 10O%, oxygen m,.:t
be breathed for at least one hour at sea level. Denitrogenation at inter-
mediate altitudes up to 25,000 feet is less effective than denitrogenation Codes
for the same period at sea level.

A-1j



When the total barometric preessurc is _sz than the vapour pressure of
tissue fluid ::t bo'Uy LeLnp1JrLurC-, v pori.: oun of U e U *luid trill occur Thu:-
the lungs of arniuais expos.ed to ptessurt :itudes in excess of 6 -,,OCO feet
become lfilled with .- tcr vapour atid vapour lockin- of their circulation
occurs. Such extre:.e effects do uot occur in practical ::viatioci since protc:-
tion a•.ainst anoxia alone ueaianfs chat tnc absolute pressure wiLhin Lne
respiratcry tract a.:i c i•rclation be u:laL-.ied at. a value Cruater jian 120
und1ig. Exposure of periphcral iegions of th-e .,ody, for extnrpq-le the hands, tc
barometric pressures o' less than the vapou" pressure cf Lne ti:,sue fluids a-
tissue tomperature leads to vaporisation of ,hese fluids wi-di no apparent
impair/itt~nt of pc,-foz-iznce ovcr short puriu of ti:.ue.

As has already been discussed expos,:-c to low bzro!,.etrlc pressure
followrng loss o. cabin p_-essuaisation ..s usually associated with eaposure to
low tewperature. The effects of low tc.pý:atures on the body can be divided
into two groups, local and rcneral. The local ei'ffcts which _cenerally arise
first in the exuosed regions of the bed,, ,uch as face and the sands, consist
of i.paired fuwiction and eventual tissue Oa.m.%e (frost bite). The general
effects which do not occur until the exlosurc has been of a certain duration
consist of progressive iiriairtment of pfe'oc,:ance folloaed by unconsciousness
and eventually death. An airorew ,:jicber wearinr normal flying clothing
including an oxygen mask and gloves will not suffer any serious damage during
an exposure limited to 10 oinutes to the lowest te,.:perature conditions which
may be encountered at high altitude. Exposure beyond this tine will, however,
lead to more severe peripheral cold injury and progressive impairment of
perfinrmance.

It is apparent from the foregoirLo that the nature of the effects of
exposure to low barometric pressure and temperature depend not only upon the
absolute pressure and temperature but also upon the duration of the exposure.
However extremse the altitude and temperature conditions, provided that the
duration of exposure is relatively short, the only serious physiological
effect will be anoxia. It however tie exposure is prolonged then both
decompression sickness and cold injuries will occur. Experience has shown that
any exposure may be considered of short duration if the time spent above
40,000 feet does not exceed 5 minutes and that descent to lower altitudes is
carried out as rapidly as possible. Even if the exposure to altitudes above
40,OCO feet is as long as 10 minutes that the incidence of decompression
sickness and cold injury is relatively small. Thus the physiological problems
which arise following loss of cabin pressurisation differ widuly depending
upon whether iu"mediate descent to low altitude is undertaken or whether the
exposure to high altitude is prolonged. This difference in physiological
effects can be linked logically with the differing oper'ational requirements
of immediate descent and prolonged waintenance of altitude following less of
cabin pressurisation.

Protection a.ainst the effects of rapid decompression can only be
provided by artificially reducin3 the raTe at which the gas pressure around
the body falls when the cabin pressurisacion fails ana thus limiting the
pressure difi'erentiai developed between the lungs and the surface of the
chest. It is possible to achieve this for-a of protection with those types
of full pressure suit in which the man is enclosed in an airtight bat before
decompression occurs. Under these oircuiaistances as the cabin pressure falls
the suit will rapidly inflate and whilst the pressure within it will fall
slightly only a small fraction of the sudden reduction in cabin pressure will
be transmitted to the man. With a suitable pressure control system the
pressure in the suit can then be reduced at a safe rate to the desired
absolute pressure. In other types of oxygen equipment possibly the best that
can be achieved with respect to rapid de.compression is to ensure that the
equipment does not add any resistance to the outflow of gas from the respira-
tory tract. There is a likelihood that in partial pressure suit assemblies
some positive protection may be afforded by rapidly inflating a bladder around
the trunk to prevent overdistension of the lungs.



In order zo prevent •i-nificanl. anoxia at altitudes ireater -han
40,000 feet I0O:. oxygen .ust be dielivered to the rerpiratory tract and the
absolute pressure within the lun z maintairied at a value of a#. least 141 nuiHg.
In certain situ-ations where the duration oi' exposure is extre ely short (and
the breathing pressure is relatively low) an intrapuliaonary pressure as low as
120 mmHg i'bsolute is acceptable.

In orier to prevent decoupression sickoness following loss of cabin
pressurisation .t high altitude the pressure of the L.mediate environmcnt
around each air-.rew i;,ember riust not fall below 262 •mý, absolute. 1  In order
to be ef.cct'ive this absolute prc;saure must be applied to the whole of the body.
Even ii" thu absolute pressure i3 not L,rcater chan 225 :i.-:Hg the incidence of
uerious decor~pression sickness in exposures of seveC!nl hours duration will
probably be '.)w. The incidence of incapacitatin- decoupression sickness over
this length of time will, however, increase rapidly as the pressure is reduced
below 225 mrlig absolute. This physiological requir'ewent is related to
unselected aircrew. It is possible to select, by test procedures, subjtects
who are relatively unsusceptible to decompression sickness. When, however,
the duration of exposure is prolonged the proportion of aircrer excluded by
such a test procedure will be very si,:nificant. For example, in one series of
selection tests 50% of the subjects dcveloped seriou3 decompression sickness
during a 4 hour exposure to 35,000 feet.

As has been mentioned already protection may also be provided against
decompression sickness by denitrogenation. Thus in one group of subjects in
order to provide effective protection for a 4 hour exposure at altitudes above
30,COO feet preoxygenation had to be carried out for 4 hours at sea level.
Thus unless the selection of unsusceptible sub.iects with its inherent high
wastage rate is accepted or prolonged, preflight preoxygenation is used, the
only effective method of providing lon• duration protection against
decompression sickness after failure of the pressure cabin is to maintain the
pressure immediately around the subject at or greater than 225 mmHg absolute.

Vaporisation of tissue fluids only occurs when a portion or the whole of
the body is exposed to an absolute pressure of less than 47 mmHg. As has been
pointed out already the need to protect against anoxia demands that the
absolute pressure within the respiratory tract and therefore the circulation is
maintained at a value greater than 120 wmkig. Thus vaporisation of tissue fluid
can only ocour as a local phenomenon on exposure to altitudes in excess of
63,000 feet. Since the high breathing pressures required to prevent anoxia at
these altitudes demand that wost of the body should be covered, the regions
rhich may be exposed directly to very low pressure are limited. Experimental
work exposing the hands to si-.ulated altitudes in excess of 70,000 feet
demonstrated that for short duration exposures vaporisation of tissue fluids
causes no si-;rnificant impairment of performance and no dcleteraius after
effects. If thc exposure to altitudes above 63,000 feet is to be prolonged
then other considerations demand that no part of the body should be exposed
directly to the very low baroietric pressure.

When, following loss of cabin pressurisation, airorcw are exposed to low
ambient temperatures for longer than 10 minutes, protection aainst the effects
of these low temperatures must be provided. Protection entails the provision
of insulatiz g material between the skin and ambient air and the supply of heat
to the body. If the exposure is to be of long duration then sufficient heat
must be supplied in order to maintain the aircrew member in timerrial comfort.
The distribution of the heat supplied must be such that hands and feet are
protected efficiently and the normal temperature controlling mechanism of the
body must not be interfered with. A further important point is that heating
must be supplied to any valves or ports through which moist gases pass.

1. Even at this pressure an occasional case of decompression
sickness will occur. The incidence at 6reater absolute pressures
is, ho.sever, insienificant in this context.



Thus, to zvuLnrize, thc physiolo!,: i, i-eiiicii . i, :ori rotection frlle:
loss of cabin pressurisaLion idiy ,c -.L,. icý, (.a:rly on a time 'basis into twz:
groups. In zituaLioi were i>. .. anev :.,--t :ollowinr; 0oss of cabin
pressurisation can be carried oii -:rd exios,;re tu- altitules in excess of
50,000 feet does act exceed 10 .inures, it is 'nly necessary to prevent OneX:a
by providing 10(Yo cyryen to the re'pirJutjr-, tr'n:,t at an absolute oressure of
at least 140 cmHg. If, however, the d~iration of the exD:sure exceeds 10
minutes theh not only must protection a-7ainst anoxia be ,>rovided but also
against decomprenzion sickness aý,d the effects Xf low :-nperature. In order
to 1live protection acainat tl e.,e Cactors tie abozolute oressure around the
must be maintained at at least 282 mi:g arnd sufficient i~eat sunplied to
maintain thermal lalance.

The physiological requirements which have been outlined in previous
paragraphs can be met relatively simply by means of a ba encasing the wearer
which is pressurised to the desired absolu.e value and to which oxygen and
heat are supplied. The principal difficulty, however, arises when the pracTi:al
requirements concerned with flight are cjnsidered. Thus any personal equipzent
developed to protect an aircrew wewber following loss of cabin pressurisation
should not in principle reduce his routine flying efficiency. The ideal in -a.is
context is that he should wear no specialised personal equipment. Thus a
comprehmise has to be struck betrieen a minimal reduction in routine flying
efficiency and adequate protection following loss of cabin pressurisation.
Further considerations which have to be borne in mind in the design of pressure
clothing is that it must allow the man adequate mobility and the ability tt 3se
his special senses so that he ca-. perform the task required of him after
depressurisation of the cabin aL higr aizitude. Further this personal equip-ant
must be integrated with the escape aad survival systei.s which are provided in
the aircraft. In many details the dea, ands of full routine flying efficiency and
of integrativn with escape and survival systeus oppose directly the physiological
requirements which have already been outlined. Thus in practice and particularly
in the development of operational pressure c.iething there must be a compromise
between these two conflictinr. demands. In tche end the success of any pressure
clothing system will depend on the correctness of this comprowise.

As has been described, the ideal physiological solution tz. the problems of
protection following loss of cabin pressurisation is the full pressure suit. It
is psssible by means of this Carment to provide protection against the effec-s
of a sudden reduction in cabin pressure, against anoxia, deoompression sickness
and the cold. To date, hoeever, no flexible garment has been constructed whiich,
whilst fulfilling the physiological requirements, alse meets the practical
eperational needs. Further, althou h a full pressure suit will obviously
provide protection for short duration exposures, it actually ý.;ives more phy3io-
logical protection than this situation deiiands. It is important, therefore, to
examine the nature o" the personal equipment which is necessary for short
duration protection at high altitude, i.e. which will prevent anoxia at altitudes
in excess of 40,000 feet.

It has been seen that anoxia may be prevented at altitudes of greater than
40,000 feet by delivering 1007 oxygen to the respiratory tract and maintaining
the pressure within the lungs at a value of at least 141 mmHg, absolute. The
manoeuvre whereby the absolute pressure within the respiratory tract is
maintained at a value greater than that of the environment is known as positive
pressure breathing. Positive arZssure breathing of itself induces a number ef
physiological disturbances and, depeneiing upon the altitude to which proteotion
is required, counterpressure must be applied to various parts of the body.
Thus at altitudes up to 56,000 feet oxlgen under the necessary pressure may :e
delivered by means of an oronasal mask. The disturbances induced in the head and
neck at higher pressures dettiand that counterprensure should be applied to ti.e
fact and upper part of the neck, i.e. azt altitudes above 56,000 fcet some br.a
of presstu-e hehlet is ncce.saxy. A.ýain aL al.itudes of up to 50,000 feet no
body coun, erpressure iz nece•-sar but at tie Lrcathin. pressures required at
altitudes above 50,0O0 f-.-et support must be ;iven to the respiratory tract by



applying cunuterpr -:.ure to the ,run... The c.•'ctia,•or, disturuz:ces induced by

positi'de pressuru rrcaUdin. ,rc oLicl; -L t t ltitJde3 i, eXCe•zo Cdf 50,C0k0 ft

Counte'prersure :,us, also U, ýyL oed Lhe Ler !L,.Lb. T½e c,.,•,ination Of
counterpressure to Lhe trunk ýr d io :er liiobs wi-l± v1-:ce adeou:.tc 'rutection
at alti tudezs up to 7 1,0KX9 ft for nnor duration expJ:urc.. At -- tratcr :LlituOes

counterpressure must also be ap!alied to tWe upper ri.s. Thus ;.Iere :Thort
-uraticn protection aoainst anoxia at altitudes above 4U,CI0C feet i3 all that
is required, large region3 of ti,( body ,aay be left uneacumbered by pressure
clo thing•.

The practical advantages of the philosophy outlined in the previous para-
graphs vre well deionstrated by the assemblies of partial pressure clothing
developed for the Royal Air ?orce. The basic conponents of tkis series of'
garments are a high pressure sealing oronasal mask, a partial pressure helnet
the pressure jerkin, a bladder by means of which counterpressure is applied to
the whole trunk, and the sLanaard Royal Air Force anti-G siiu. These components
are combined in various ways t provide adequate physiolotical protection
against the effects of sudden exposure to various altitudes for long enough tc
allow rapid descent to below 40,000 feet (Table I and figure 4).

TABLE I. Royal Air Force Partial Pressure A.ssemblies

Ceiling of protection
Assembly (naxiLtum cabin altitude)

A. Oronasal mask 50,000 feet

B. Oronasal Liask 56,000 feet
Pressure Jerkin
Anti-( suit

C. Partial pressure helhiet 70,400 feet
Pressure Jerkin
Anti-G suit

D. Partial pressure helmet 110,000 feet
Arm Jerkin*
Anti-G suit

* Pressure jerkin fitted with sleeves which pressurise
the upper limbs.

Each of these assemblies with its appropriate pressure demand oxynen
regulator has been fully evaluated in an extensive physiologic.-l test
programme which included the exposure of considerable numbers of subjects to

reduced pressure in a decompression chamber. The actual simulated altitude -

duration curves for which it has been proved that a riven assembly will
provide sure protection are shown in figure 4. These curves do not necessarily

represent the limits of protection afforded by the various assemiblies. In

some instances it is known that an assembly will provide protection for a
lonsWer period than is shown in figure 4. Directly however the duration of
expwsure to altitudes in excess of 30,000 feet exceeds 10 minutes the incidence

of decompression sickness will become significant. The protective efficiency
of these various assemblies has been confirnued by the results of training
aircrew in their use. The total number of aircrew presented for training in

these assemblies and the incidence of unsuccessful field training are
stmmarised in Table II (unpublished data of Ern.ting and Wagner).



TAKE II. Surnmar," of' result3 of z:aini::.-, aircrew in the use of
R.A.'. ncrtialr-sure zr

:iiuz:- r o:n aircre;: r.a1idcnce of9zs---e----l•under-o in,, _zrai__rir_,, unlsucce-,%tful training

Orc .,l ,:,azk

s.-ure Jer:.in 1.
Anti-; suit

Partial pressure helmet
Pressure jerkin 136
Anti-'- suit

Partial pressure helmet
Arm jerkin 71.5
Anti-O- suit

In many pressure helmets oxy en at thie required pressure is applied not
only to the respirato7y Cract but also to the eatire surfaoe Lf the head and
the upper part of the hiec:. Tihe application o2 pressure by icians of such a
helmet lives rise to a force rwhich tends to lift the helmet off the head.
This force is opposed by tyin; the helmet down ;.i the trunk portion of the
pressure garment. The need for a connection between the helmet and the trunk
garment reduces the mobility of the head upon the trunk and requires a compli-
cated mechanical device around the n.eck. In Royal kir Force partial pressure
helmets this problem is cvercome by not applying pressure to a region over the
crown of the head equal in area to tre cross-sectional area of the neck. This
partial pressurisation of the head prevent.s lift of the helmet on inflation
and thus eliminates the need for any coruiection between the helmet and the
trunk garment. With this form of helmet no restriction of head movement exists
and very little restrictign is produced by pressurisation of the equipment.

The simple design of the basic pressure garaent of this series of
assemblies, the pressure jerkin, ensures that sizinr, fitting and donning of
the assembly is also si:aple and rapid. Such an assembly is comfortable to
wear during routine flight and does not imipose an unacceptable heat load
provided that cabin conditioning is adequate. Vobility of the head and upper
limbs is unrestricted when the garments are not pressurised since neither the
neck nor the upper limbs are encased by the pressure clothing. In full cover
garments the most severe restriction of ,ovement caused by inflation occurs at
the neck and the shoulder joints. In the R.A.F. series of partial pressure
assemblies these effects are avoided by not applying counterpressure to the
neck and the shoulder. At altitudes of up to 70,000 feet experience has proved
that, for short duration protection, it is unnecessary to apply counterpressure
to the neck and to the upper limbs. Even at 70,000 feet there is no restric-
tion of movement of the upper limbs when the pressure jerkin is worn. Althou6h
counterpressure must be applied to the upper limbs at altitudes in exoess uf
70,000 feet it is unnecessary to apply counterpressure to the shoulder itself
s4 that adequate shoulder movement may De ret.&ined whilst oounterpressure is
applied to the anus themselves. "rrilst pressure gloves are desirable at
altitudes above 70,000 feet no serious impairviient of manual dexterity and no
permanent dama6e will ensue if the bare hands are exposed to ,reater altitudes
for a limited period of time.

The relative simplicity of this series of partial pressure assemblies has
enabled complete integration with the R.L.F. escape systems to be carried aut
successfully. The use of a robust multi-services connector has greatly reduced
the labour of routine entry to and exit from the ejection seat and has also
reduced the incidence of an)xic incidents due to inadvertent disconnection of
the oxygen supply. Since the pressure ,rin is the outermost garment the
flotation stole has been attached directly to it, reducing The number of



separate i-armtctZ3 -A1c lia'e to -o n F xý.k r i: :LV, ii- LY 1:. ~st 1. - Zs
and ;quadron pilot- -: proved thlat th,!se partial pr-!,.zure as-eL, [ ;u ius
very little inpaifmc:•t routine .oIvirnf efficin..cvar. t ose crtw •,o5ii:S i'or
',,hich they were jL' i;,e:ed. T,.. -o, armeritz; c %7.: !c v rt ! -- :: ' I uctLO1
trunk or limb iiobilitv IIie pre."OLIt partiA-l pvt2Lurc :, Iwets !i. Ta t i i ..,.iU
way from the ideal Leltret represent a L-asona, lt co!:apro:.:ize ,t;.fn ti,
Lical and pitysiologiial rcijuirerienLs.

In these partial pressure asseimiiies tLŽ pr"es, sure serkin and the 2.:r
pressure helmet are i;jaflated by a pressure dc.a.:d oxrlger regulator. 7"':ilst,
in order to achieve protection to the i.axin'uxs 1-ossibiL aititude, eaci :sse:..l'
must to used with a specific type of oxygen regulator, all the ,sscai:lies :an

Le used .sith the same type of regulator. Thus any of the assemblies i.vay -e
used in an aircraft fitted wiith a regulator ueliver•». -xngen at an a.-solute
pressure of 141 mL&.g at altitudes in excess of +Q,U)O feet. The li*iatir:1 s
to the protection a'forded by each of the asse.;:blieS when used wit' such a
regulator are .iven in Table 1L1.

TADLE III. Limitation of protection of parti.al pressure asse:,Iblies -.iie7
used with a regulator rdeliierin.,. o__gen at 141 uulII absolute

Ceilin, of protectionAssembL. (idaxiinum cabin altitude)

A. Oronasal mask 45,000 feet

B. Oronasal mask 52,00 feet
Pressure Jerkin
Anti-G suit

C. Partial pressure he1xzet 70,000 f'eet
Pressure Jerkin
Anti-G suit

D. Partial pressure !elnet 110,000 feet
Arm Jerkin
Anti-G suit

Thus it is possible to provide short duration protection against the
effects of exposure to high altitude with a series of assemblies which ewploy
the same aircraft installation. Connection between the assemblies and the
aircraft (or seat) mounted regulator is made by way of a single standard
personal equipment connector. It is possible for the aircrew to be
encumbered with the minimum of pressure clothing consistent with the maximum
altitude of the sortie to be flown. The versatility of such an aircraft
installation way be extended even further by modifying the panel (or seat)
mounted main regulator so that by manual adjustment it will deliver oxygen at
any absolute nressure between 232 and 141 r;amfl in addition to automatically
delivering oxygen at 141 mmHg absolute at altitudes in excess of LO,000 feet
Writh a modified regulator of this type a full pressure suit may be used in
addition to the full range of partial pressure asseiblies descri' bed above.
The full pr-ssure suit will of ceurse also require an air supply for ventila-
tion and pressurisation of the body part of the garment. Such a supply should
be available however even when partial pressure assemblies are used.
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Oner:,.tLon,'lly tl-'o . :o in. o ui.rnemer. .ý : ; L distin *-b F i-
resnect to thi use of al1'elz3sur cloihin •1!, 'in jo,.- oP hin : c5i2i L f
• t high altitude. On the one h-nd i..mc'iU.e dccent to J titua _
be undertdýen following,, lo:;s oa cabin p0'riz tion, :. •h t h I o'
ti-mo for w:hich protectinn :inct Iho ei'' cts ep. o3a:-e t•o hi j_1 li ues
will b : short, not loafer tha.n ' minutest bove 40,000 :-et. On the other
hand it may be necessary for ah'; aircr-.it !nd its occu•-int3 to ro,:in at
high altitude for soiae time ifter failure oif the prc;-oure c,'bin h.~. occurred,
the actual time v.ryint.- from 10 minutes to zeveral hours. !T-ysiolo i.al
consideraticns lead. to the conclusion thait if tfc• dur:_tion olf the e-.:masure
to altitude in excess of 40,000 ý'Oct is limited to five minutoz thzi protec-
tion against the effects of znoxi.i alone is rc-uirei, w.hilst if the duration
of the exposure is greater the aircrel :nust be Drotecteo not only ajjinst
anoxia but also r.gainst decompression sickne:_s .nd tho efft.cts of exposure to
lovi tempervture. Adeauate long duration orotection can only be -. ovided by
a full pressure suit in which cxy[ien is delivered to the -e:;piratory tract,
the absolute preszure It the surf;:ce of the body io not allo'ed to fall below
282 rnlig and ther.-:l b:lince is rraintained by supplyinL heat. ihilst such a
suit will also provide a"ecuate protection for ý short duration exposure with
present designs the wearer is encunibered unnecessarily by z -"aXMent covering
his whole body when only partial covera,7e :rill provide sufficient protection.
Thus short duration nrotcction cý,n be afford3d by assemblies which cover
only part of the body and w;hich therefore .llow greater mobility and ceuse
less reduction of flying- efficiency th n a full Pressure suit. Proceeding on
theae lines a 3eries of pzr~ial pressure ausembiies have been developed for
use by the Royal Air Force, :;o that the aircre'; members c-n wear the minimum
of pressure clothing consistent with the altitude and n.ture of the sortie
he is to undertake. This philosophy has been adopted in order to m-iintain
routine flying efficiency in face of the need for pressure clothing owing to
the higher operating altitudes of service aircraft.
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